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Introductions 
 
Lynn Shepherd welcomed everyone to the meeting (25 local residents) and explained that it 
had been organised by Collective Voice, a group which worked across the ward to promote 
events and local collective action.  The purpose of the meeting was to hear from residents 
about their concerns and issues regarding health and care services.  Richard Vann from 
Barking & Dagenham Health Watch had been invited to ensure these points were heard and 
use their influence to enable improvements 
 
Richard Vann explained the role of Health Watch and to bring the voice and influence of 
local people to the development and delivery of local services; putting local people at the 
heart of decision making processes.  The Chief Executive of Lifeline who manage B&D Health 
Watch (Nathan Singleton) sits on the Health & Wellbeing Board.  Health and wellbeing 
boards are a forum where key leaders from the health and care system work together to 
improve the health and wellbeing of their local population and reduce health inequalities. 
Health Watch B&D not only sit on the Health & Wellbeing Board but also on various sub 
groups and have specific powers to go to any health and care services – visit and view that 
service and also to share information to the Quality Care Commission 

Health Watch info: http://www.healthwatchbarkinganddagenham.co.uk/ 
 

Tel 0800 298 5331 
 
 

Agenda for the meeting – open discussion on issues of concern 
 
Richard (B&D Health Watch) explained that there was an open agenda – that residents set 
it by saying what their burning issues are.  It was clarified that complaints would not be 
attributed to individuals and remain anonymous hence there was individual confidentiality 
unless otherwise specified 
 
Noise and Pollution 
The issues of noise and pollution had been shared with the Council on many occasions, 
especially regarding local sites but nothing had been done.  
 
‘There are drastic levels of pollution in the ward – it is arguably the most polluted town in the 
country’.  
 
The feeling was that there was a lack of responsiveness to residents when raising concerns 
(it is disgraceful the way we are treated).  
 
Poor planning decisions: proximity of housing next to industry / pressures of new 
development 
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The council designed properties amongst industries – frequent lorries create congestion and 
fumes – the school are right next to the pollution from the roads and the children suffer – 
with another 10,800 dwelling being built on Riverside congestion and pollution will increase.  
 
The A13 is regularly blocked adding to congestion and Bastable Avenue becomes a rat run – 
the consequences of this have not been taken into account in the design of the estate and 
the future expansion of it.  
 
‘They don’t think ahead they just build it’.  
 
The shutting down of Thames Road added to existing problems.  The issue of drainage was 
raised alongside implications for dealing with increased sewage.  When asked about 
resident’s involvement in local planning, the response was unanimously that there had been 
no involvement 
 
Health implications of new building and congestion 
 
Children are seriously affected as they grow up – emissions from diesel has a disastrous 
affect – studies include https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC121970/ 
 
Residents have asked for it to be monitored but nothing was done.  It was pointed out that 
Scrattons Farm was especially isolated but that they had monitors – but this only measured 
certain gas not particles.  It was also noted that waste food processing ‘really smells’ – on 
River Road; likewise the smell of sewage by the new flats was an issue.  
 
‘It doesn’t matter who you speak to – COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease), Asma 
– we’ve lost a couple of children to Asma’ 
 
‘The Mayor of London got rid of diesel buses – this council takes those buses off him’.  
 
Asbestos 
 
The presence of asbestos was raised as a long-standing concern with partial measures taken 
over many years but a lack of information given about the scale or nature of the risk.  The 
presence of an asbestos transfer station at the top of the estate was mentioned, which had 
led to local concern 
 
‘The council found asbestos in properties; they do clear it when they can’ 
 
‘When they replaced a gas main down Bastable – they found mega amounts of asbestos 
from previous times and had to stop work – work still needs to be done’ 
 
Local GP services 
 
‘At Dr Kalkat’s surgery there are long waits unless emergency; typically 4/6 weeks’ 
 
‘In surgery yesterday – wanted to see Dr Kalkat – I was told by reception he was booked up 
until September; and then I was told you can’t book a month ahead’ 
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‘When I saw the doctor she just looked at her computer’ 
 
‘I had a cancer scare and needed tests – I had to phone someone else to get them to phone 
Dr Kalkat.  4 weeks later at 7.00 he said it wasn’t urgent – I was worried all that time’ 
 
‘I was waiting 5 weeks for my tests – it is a worry’ 
 
‘The Doctor says one thing; reception says another thing; the surgery manager another; they 
all blame each other; no one will take responsibility’ 
 
‘The first Tuesday of the month there  are no doctors because they go to a meeting; one day 
a week on Friday Dr Kalkat has minor surgery and teaches at Whitechapel or Barts.  He is a 
good doctor but we need more doctors; there are far too many patients’ 
 
The Orchards in Barking – ‘people have changed and gone to the Orchards to get a service; it 
is the same with Dr John’s surgery’ 
 
Abuse to the receptionists: ‘they get a lot of stick’ 
 
‘At reception they ask what is wrong with you? This should be discussed with the doctor not 
reception – say it is personal’ 
 
‘I was told no doctors were available and to ring back at 3.00; 2.55 I start dialling; 3.20 I get 
through and was told there were no appointments, so I walk there’ 
 
‘I always walk there; if you are on the phone you have no chance’ 
’ 
 
Pressures on health centre 
 
‘There are too many patients.  We need a new poly clinic; that will take another 3 or 4 years’ 
 
‘We were told that the NHS would fund a new centre after 6,000 homes; BRL provided a 
space but now they use it as a store room (Rivergate Centre)’ 
 
‘The health centre is a huge issue and it is shut on weekends; it could be opened up as a walk 
in centre; on the weekend you can’t get on or off the estate’ 
 
‘To get an X ray – you have to get 2 buses or a bus and a train – Upney Lane; what if you are 
on crutches or a wheel chair?’ 
 
‘Walk in clinic is ideal; they have X rays in St Georges.  In a larger clinic you could have it 
there’ 
 
Local engagement 
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Richard Vann (Health Watch) asked about whether residents felt they had been engaged 
with regarding existing and future health services?  It was reported that the local MP had 
mentioned the provision of a new health centre at previous meetings.  The role of 
councillors was noted and their attendance seen as important.  Richard emphasised that 
everyone matters and that via the Health & Well Being Board, service providers and 
councillors can find out feedback from what you say; he asked if residents felt they were 
being put at the centre of the process? A: No 
 
Local ambulance transit services 
 
‘9 out of 10 times they don’t turn up; patients are not told about patient transport; unless 
you know; like 10.00 and still waiting at 12.00; not told about it; they are like cabs’ 
 
‘Patient transport have a list of names of people to collect, have to fight through traffic; at 
9.00 the A13 is grid locked, so get into estate then off to the hospitals; they are taught pick 
up the furthest person first; some leaving home at 4.00 or 5.00 in the morning, doing 12 hour 
shifts every day of the week on less than £10 per week; it is a glorified taxi service; G4S / GSG 
/ Bears – whatever – some good companies but it is the traffic issue’ 
 
Using technology  
 
Richard Vann (Health Watch) said that issues can be tweeted and asked about the role of 
technology / media?  What happens to people who can’t use tech? 
 
‘You go back to what you know; reading and writing. It is everywhere now - barcodes on 
bills, on airport tickets’ 
 
‘We’d like training on using twitter’ 
 
‘They always ask do you drink or smoke?  What is your email address?  Face to face is what 
people want; it is tapping on a computer; no eye contact; 999 call centres – it is heart 
breaking’ 
 
Changes to the NHS 111 service 
 
Richard Vann (Health Watch) noted that from 1st August NHS 111 service changed – now 
have clinicians available on line; he asked how many people were told the services changed? 
A: None.  Richard noted another round of consultation on 21st August consultation 
responding to people being confused by different names; hence the NHS were looking to try 
to simplify the process; a lot of rapid change; if services are not working well are you being 
notified about what is going on?  
 
Effective communication  
 
Richard Vann (Health Watch) highlighted the importance of communication as a big issue; it 
is important it is done in a way you understand; are organisations taking the time to do this? 
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‘At Thames View Lodge, on Bastable Avenue they are all elderly; mostly ill and disabled; they 
are not told what it going on; the staff walk past the door; residents are not informed.  They 
are forgotten entirely’ 
 
‘Dr Kalkat is officially open at 8.00 but actually he is open at 7.00’ 
 
Pharmacy Services: (Britannia Pharmacy)  
 
‘It is not big enough; it is open on Saturday morning 9-1 but health centre is shut so no 
access for staff to toilets’ 
 
‘Usually different staff on Saturdays.  Weekdays open 8.00 - 7 pm’ 
 
 
 

Final words 
 
Lynn thanked everyone for their contribution and said how useful it was to have Beth Carty 
from Care City in attendance and asked Beth to say a few words: 
 
Beth introduced herself and her organisation – Care City is an NHS organisation which works 
on a range of issues including healthy.  Care City works closely with Healthy New Towns, an 
NHS England development.  Care City has a particular interest in how we use tech and 
innovation to improve NHS services and is starting a free class on physio therapy 
 
Future Health Watch B&D visits to Thames Ward: 
 
Richard Vann said he would like to make these meetings a regular thing and was keen to 
come back. He emphasised that Health Watch B&D wanted residents voice to be heard. 
Richard can be contacted by phone on 07951 021 625 up to 6 pm on work days so was 
contactable and will respond to people who get in touch.  He was also willing to do future 
meetings on evenings.  
 
Meeting closed 
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